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Experimental measurement and numerical analysis of fused taper shape for 

optical fiber coupler 
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Abstract：T0丘nd out the effect of the shape of fused taper region on the optical fiber coupler,the fiber couplers were fabricated at 

different drawing speeds with a six-axes fiber coupler machine．The results，which were obtained fi-om the shape of fused taper 

region measured with microscope，show that there is a close correlation between the cone angle and optical performance of fiber 

coupler．High-perform ance fiber coupler cannot be obtained until rheological shape is controlled accurately
． The numerical analysis 

model，which was built based on generalized M axwell viscoelastic theory,is resolved with ANSYS software
． nLe calculated results 

accord with the experimental data．It can apply a theoretic basis for forecasting the shape of fiber coupler fabricated under the 

conditions of different technological parameters． 
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1 Introduction 

with the development of all optical communications． 

fiber coupler,which is an importam passive device，has 

been widely used in the fields of fiber comm unication， 

fiber sensor and so on．At present．it is widely fabricated 

by the method of fused biconical taper(FBT)．FBT 

coupler has lower cost， lower excess loss．higher 

directional stability and reliable performance．A lot of 

researches have indicated that the fiber core can’t carry 

all the transmission power and the light．wave will be 

transmitted in new wave．guide that is composed by 

envelope and air when the core diameter is less than a 

certain value．and the power will be redistributed in the 

output porttl 
． For the light—wave gu ide，fused taper 

shape of fiber coupler has a significant influence on its 

optical performance．In the fabrication process，fibers are 

heated and fused by flame or other heating device．The 

fused fibers are drawn to a biconical tape profile by the 

surface shearing stress．The rheological shape is directly 

influenced by drawing speed at a certain temperaturet’一 ⋯
．  

In this study,the shape of fiber coupler fabricated at 

di腩 rent technological parameters was measured and a 

nnite element analysis was presented based on Maxwell 

viscoelastic theory． 

2 Experimental 

2．1 Fused bieonical taper setup 

Two fibers，whose coating was peeled off and 

cleaned，were put together an d fused on the drawing 

stage，then they were heated by gaseous flame while the 

drawing stage moved toward opposite side at a certain 

speed．The fused region tended to slim during the heating 

and drawi ng process and became a biconical taper at last． 

The fused temperature was obtained by burning C3H6 

and O2．The gas flux and drawing speed were controlled 

with computer．W hen the light power corresponded tO 

the preset value，the heating and drawing were stopped 

automatically． 

2．2 Coupler preparation and shape testing 

Fig．1 shows the typical structure of fused taper fiber 

coupler．It was made up of two sections：one smooth 

fused region and one taper region．The total drawing 

length is marked as Lc；the fused region length is marked 

as Lb；and the taper region length is marked as L． 

三c= 乜． z)stands for couplers’sectional diameter, 

which changes along with axes．The curve of taper 

region is similar to parabola．Difrerent rheological shapes 

were accomplished by different fabrication parameters． 

The sectional diameter of different couplers which 

were fabricated at different parameters，were measured 

with microscope．Figs．2—5 show different profile curves 

of coupler fabricated at different drawing speeds．The 

shape of couplers’profile is symmetrica1．The couplers’ 

excess lOSS can be calculated by testing the power at two 

output ports with light power meter． 

2．3 Experimental results and discussion 

Table 1 lists the performance index and technological 
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parameters．It is found that the profile curve in the taper 

region call be described as two symmetrical exponents 

according to Figs．2—5．Excess loss is lower when the 

taper angle is small，and drawing speed has effect on the 

taper angle． 

Table 1 Relationship between taper angle and excess loss 

Jpl 

尸2 

Fig．1 Schematic diagram of fused taper coupler 

Axial distance／ram 

Fig．2 Profile curve ofcoupler at drawing speed of0．15 mmfs 

and excess loss of0．11 dB 

Axial distance／mm 

Fig．3 Profile cBrve of coupler at drawing speed of 0．20 mmfs 

and excess lOSS of0．14 dB 

Axial distance／mm 

Fig．4 Profile curve of coupler at drawing speed of O．25 mm／s 

and excess lOSS of0．17 dB 

Axial distance／mm 

Fig．5 Profile curve of coupler at drawing speed of 0．30 mmfs 

and excess lOSS of0．51 dB 

3 Simulation analyses 

3．1 Viscoelastic model of fiberglass 

Fiberglass is a high-purity silica glass that is a 

viscoelastic materia1．Its stress and strain are the function 

of time and temperature，and its integral constitutive 

equation under isothermal 6ro)condition is[1 1-12] 

暑暑／J0 暑受口0三 0￡  暑暑／J0 暑受口0三 oJ 暑暑／J0 暑曼口0三 0￡  

gg ／J0苗g曼口0三 0￡  
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is drawn at the speed of 0．15 InlTI／S for 80 s．The final 

rheological shape of fiber coupler should be a biconical 

structure．The simulation results are conformed by the 

experimental testing curve． 

4 Conclusions 

The sectional shape of optical fiber coupler was 

tested with the microscope．It is found that the sectiona1 

shape has close relationship with the excess lOSS of the 

optical fiber coupler,that is，the excess loss of the 

coupler increases while the taper angle increases．Based 

on the Maxwell viscoelastic theory,the model of FBT 

was built．Simulation analysis result in the process of 

FBT is obtained with ANSYS software．The simulation 

calculations coincide with the experimental 

m easurem ents． 
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